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This requires you to punch 3 small holes in your current
bag. Please use the provided template here for hold
placement . See Fig. 2.

Extra support
If you install the Go-Mite on a 1” or 2” strap, it may sway
with the movement of the pack. To minimize this, we have
included a female surface attachment buckle that can be
mounted to your existing bag. It accepts the male buckle
on the back of the Go-Mite.

2” Strap
If you have a 1 1/2” or 2” webbing strap on your bag,
slide on your webbing adapter (fig 3.) It has a 1” webbing
loop sewn to it. Then follow method #2 for the 1” strap.

1” straps
If you have a 1” wide webbing strap on your bag of
choice, simply open the attachment clip on the top of your
Go-Mite, slide it on, then snap it closed. See Fig. 1.
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Use this template to mark
your hole spacing for the
anchor buckle; once you have
determined where the buckle
needs to be placed.

Female buckle
with fingers that
push through
the fabric.

Figure 2

top attachment clip

Figure 1

For increased waterproofness, apply a small
amount of silicone to the
back of your buckle to
seal the holes when you
attach it to the bag.

M o u nt i ng i n structions

The Go-Mite is a unique bag
that can attach to multiple
styles of dry type bags.

Bungee Cord System
This is the easiest method of attachment. Simply pull
the Go-Mite apart, separating the front and back, using
the top as a hinge. Slide the back portion of the Go-Mite
behind your bungee cords and push the front side down
onto the bungee cords. The pressure on the front piece
should engage the Velcro® on the back and hold the bag
firmly in place.
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Figu re 3

The anchor plate will fit
on the buckle fingers and
slide down into a locking
position.

Once the holes are cut,
push the buckle fingers
through the holes. Use the
anchor plate to secure the
buckle in place.

Carefully mark the hole
positions on your bag
front. Cut as small a hole
as needed.

